On the Design of the Latch Mechanism for Wafer Containers in a SMIF Environment
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This paper presents the design of a latch mechanism for wafer containers in a standard mechanical interface environment. For an integrated circuits fabrication factory, the standard mechanical interface wafer container is an effective tool to prevent wafer contamination during wafer storage, transporting or transferring. The latch mechanism inside the container door is used to lock and further seal the wafer container for safety and air quality. Kinematic characteristics of the mechanism are established by analyzing the required functions of the mechanisms. Based on these characteristics, a methodology for examining feasible latch mechanisms is developed. New mechanisms with one degree of freedom and up to five links are generated. An optimum design is also identified with respect to the criteria pertinent to the application. The computer-aided simulation is also built to verify the design.
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1. Introduction

Control of particle contamination is imperative for cost-effective and profitable manufacturing of integrated circuits (ICs). To minimize the possibility of particle contamination during manufacturing process, semiconductor wafers must be effectively isolated from their ambient environment for storage and transferring in the factory. To achieve this, the Standard Mechanical Interface (SMIF) technology (Furth and Knapf, 1984; Doche, 1990; Book of SEMI standards, SEMI S19-0897; B62-0996) has been developed for the application, where a wafer container with no internal source of particles is utilized to store and transfer wafers during the manufacturing process.

Figure 1 shows the schematic of the wafer container (Bontina and Ono, 1994). As the wafer container is mated to the port of processing equipment, an actuating device is engaged with the container door to release the latch mechanism. The container door with wafers in a cassette is then loaded into the processing equipment (Fig. 1(a)). After the manufacturing process is completed, a reverse operation takes place and the processed wafers are placed back into the wafer container. Design of the latch mechanism for the wafer container is significant, since the door of the wafer container provides a standardized input and output interface while engaging with the port of processing equipment. Any failure of the latch mechanism may result in serious malfunctions for subsequent operation procedure. This may affect
A number of latch mechanism designs have been proposed and patented (Bonora and Oen, 1996; Marney et al., 1987; Mitka et al., 1997a; 1997b; Mitka, 1997; 1998; Nyseth, 1998; Hosoi, 1998; Bonora and Rosenquist, 1991; Bonora et al., 1998; Murata et al., 1998; ; Fan et al., 1999; Mikkelsen et al., 1999). Figure 1(b) shows a specific design which employs a linkage-type mechanism. While operating, a rotary actuating device activates the input link of the mechanism (Link 3). Then, the latch link (Link 2) is driven into the latch cavity of the container lid and latches the door. It can be seen that this type of mechanism provides only latching function without air-tightening the door with the container. Some other designs provide not only the latching function but also the sealing effect of the door. Figure 2 (Bonora and Rosenquist, 1991) shows such a design. In the figure, an input (Link 3) is pin-jointed to the door case. A rotary actuating device is applied to drive the input link to rotate about the vertical axis y. A roller, pin-jointed to one end of the latch link 2 is paired with the input link via a cam pair. Hence, when the input link is driven to push roller in the direction x, the cam lobe on the input link also up- moves the latch link in the direction y. The movement of the roller in the direction x allows the latch link to slide into the latch cavity and latches the container door. The upward movement causes the latch link to tip over the protruded part in door and yields the other side a downward motion on the rim of the latch cavity. This downward action deforms the elastic gasket arranged on the peripheral of the container door and hence results in an air-tight effect of the water container. In summary, the general design task of the latch mechanism can be carried out based upon some guidelines as described in Table 1. The sealing effect has been emphasized in recent years since the air quality in the container can thus be controlled by introducing a relatively inert gas such as dry nitrogen or dry air.

Up to date, the design of such mechanisms is performed based upon designer's ingenuity and experience. The objective of this work is to develop a systematic methodology through which the latch mechanism can be designed and simulated. Performance characteristics of various designs can be evaluated and compared in order to reach an optimum design based upon some specific design requirements. In what follows, we shall review the functional requirements of the mechanism followed by a summary of the structural characteristics of such device. Then, a systematic method with the aid of graph theory is conducted to generate acceptable latch mechanisms and an optimum design is identified with respect to some pre-specified criteria. Finally, a computer-aided
design and simulation is performed to evaluate and verify the functions that were set prior to the design.

2. Functional and Structural Considerations of the Latch Mechanism

Once a designer sets specifications of a latch mechanism, effective design processes such as conceptual design and function verification need to be established. These processes are usually cross-dependent and recursive, for example, the dimensional restriction may be crucial while evaluating various kinematic structures. In this section, the functional considerations for the latch mechanism during the conceptual design phase will be first analyzed from the kinematic point of view. This can help us clarify the design goal and simplify the procedure for mechanism creation. As described previously, our goal is to determine the mechanism with functions of latching as well as sealing after the container door is engaged with the lid. It can be noted that the two functions need to work independently of each other to provide sequential motions. The problems we now have are that the input motion, obliged to comply with the industrial standards as SEMI standards (Book of SEMI standards, SEMI E19-0697 ; E62-0995), and the output motion required by functional specification are not in the same plane. It appears that the mechanism is in three dimensions. However, we believe that plane mechanism can be used to perform the desired motions if appropriate assumptions are made. We first observe that the input and output links have the following motion characteristics.

CH 1. Relative to the container door (frame), the input link should produce a rotary motion about the direction of door engaging/desealing (y-axis). This motion characteristic is raised by the external industrial standards as described in (Book of SEMI standards, SEMI E19-0697).

CH 2. Relative to the container (frame), the latch link should be able to move in a plane that is made up of the latching motion (x) and the sealing motion (y).

These two characteristics describe the motion features of the input and output links with respect to the mechanism frame door case. Moreover, it is reasonable to assume that the input and output links are directly adjacent to the frame so that floating members in the design can be avoided. Therefore, a kinematic chain, called functional
One of the advantages of using graph theory for mechanism design is that it may provide a systematic procedure for enumerating new mechanisms (Buchbauer and Freudenstein, 1970; Dobrinskij and Freudenstein, 1967; Wöll, 1967; Freudenstein and Maki, 1979; 1983; 1984; Talsis and Palm, 1985; Bedman and Bowen, 1981). In the traditional approach for creating new mechanisms using graph theory, the procedure is conducted by (Yan, 1992; Tsai, 2000): (1) generating feasible graphs according to the number of degree of freedom and/or number of links/joints; (2) labeling the feasible graphs with a given set of joint types and identifying the fixed, input, and output links as needed; and (3) evaluating functional feasibility from the labeled graphs to yield optimum solution. However, a disadvantage of the procedure is that the enumeration in Step 2 is inefficient and the number of mechanisms obtained by this process is usually enormous. In what follows, a more efficient process is proposed. In the process, an intermediate step which uses the functional kinematic chain as a presupposed requirement for identifying feasible graphs is applied between the first and second step. This can effectively reduce undeveloped mechanisms that will not necessarily proceed for further evaluation. The enumeration procedure is summarized as follows:

**Step 1. Search for feasible kinematic structures of the mechanism.**

The feasible kinematic structures for the mechanism can be identified from the available families of graphs (Mayoum and Freudenstein, 1984). The requirements of feasible kinematic structures are determined according to number of degree of freedom, number of links, and permissible types of kinematic pairs. Details of derivation are listed in the Appendix 1. By using these requirements, the results are listed in Table 2, where kinematic pairs of 1-DOF are denoted by thin edges and those of 2-DOF are by thick edges.

**Step 2. Identify functional kinematic chain.**

In this step, the feasible kinematic structures found in Step 1 are further examined such that they contain the functional kinematic chains KC.
Table 2: Kinematic structures with up to 5 links (Buchmann and Freundstein, 1970, 32)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(n, d)</th>
<th>Graphs of kinematic structures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(3, 3)</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Graph" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4, 4)</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Graph" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4, 5)</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Graph" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5, 6)</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Graph" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 or KC 2.

Details: rules are summarized in the Appendix 2.

This process can efficiently reduce other possibility for generating irrelevant mechanisms since functional requirements of the mechanism are embedded in the functional kinematic chain. Three feasible kinematic structures containing functional kinematic chain KC 1 and two feasible kinematic structures containing functional kinematic chain KC 2 can be identified and are respectively shown in the Table 3(a) and 3(b).

Step 3: Label the remaining joints

For the kinematic structures with identified functional kinematic chain shown in Table 3, the remaining unlabeled joints can be labeled according to the structural characteristics of the functional kinematic chain. For example, links in the same loop with the latching link are necessarily confined to move in x-y plane, and thus, those thinner edges in the loop can be labeled as revolute pairs with the joint axis directing along z-axis or prismatic pair sliding on x-y plane, and these thicker edges are labeled as cam pairs with the plane of motion parallel to x-y plane. Details of the labeling rules are also listed in Appendix 3. In this scheme, enumerated mechanisms with kinematic chain KC 1 are shown in Table 3(a). There are nine mechanisms included in this classification. The double subscript under P represents an arbitrary direction of motion on the mid plane. Figure 4(a) also shows the function schematics of Case 1, 2, and 6. In general, the latched links, pinned to the frame, can generate both latching and unlatching functions when driven by its preceding sliding block. Similarly, enumerated mechanisms with kinematic chain KC 2 are shown in Table 3(b). There are ten mechanisms included in this classification. The functional schematics of case 1 and case 3 are also shown in Fig. 4(b). Unlike the mechanisms with the functional kinematic chain, KC 1, the latched link is paired with the frame by a pin-in-slot joint which may provide a more versatile motion for the latched link as
will be discussed in the following section.

4. Optimum Mechanism Design

The selection for optimum mechanisms among the set of 19 mechanisms shown can be performed by determining how well the functional criteria are satisfied. In Fig. 4(a) and 4(b), cases for the latch link connecting the frame with revolute pair are rejected, since a translation output is not directly available in the mechanism. Thus all the cases in KC 1 group are rejected. Mechanisms with four links are preferred to those with five links, due to strict dimensional limit in the door. Case KC 2-1 is better than case KC 2-2 since mechanism KC 2-2 has one more sliding pair than KC 2-1. This may increase the possibility of wearing between the two sliding links and result in particle generation after a long period of operation.

Configuration KC 2-1 is optimum, since the slider can be driven by the input link for any specified motion via the input pin-in-slot joint. Also, the latch link driven by the slider can move properly once the output pin-in-slot joint is well designed.

5. Enhancements of Mechanism for Latching and Sealing Action

The output pin-in-slot joint formed at the latch link and the frame can allow the output motion of the latch link. We recall that the latching and sealing actions should be performed independently and sequentially. Design of the output cam slot can be performed as follows. As shown in Fig. 5(a), the latch link is to slide from an initial position A to position A' by a distance m during the latching action. Therefore, a straight slot can be selected for this section of the cam slot such that pivot P of the latch link is guided to move to position P'. Followed by latching, while one end of the link P moves in the cam slot, the latch link will pivot about B and move the other tip A from A' to A'' by a distance h. Locus of the curve from P' to P'' during this motion can be determined by the relationship as

\[ X = (L_1 + L_2)(1 - \cos \theta) \]  

\[ Y = -L_4 \sin \theta \]  

where \( L_1 \) is the length between \( P'' \) and \( B \), \( L_2 \) is the length between \( B \) and \( A'' \), and \( \theta = \sin^{-1}(h/L_2) \).

We assume that the latch link should contain two independent motions as latching and sealing. This goal has been attained, but the designed mechanism has to be examined in view of total functions. A solid model (Fig. 6) as well as model-
A methodology has been developed for designing the latch mechanism which is used in a wafer container. The method is based on functional and structural considerations which ensure a systematic and efficient procedure to enumerate all potentially acceptable mechanisms. Among these acceptable mechanisms, an optimum design is identified with respect to specified criteria. It is concluded from this work that effective and novel mechanisms can be achieved.
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Appendix 1: Derivation for Feasible Kinematic Structures

The design of the latch mechanism is limited to planar mechanisms of one degree-of-freedom. For the sake of simplicity in engineering design, we also limit the link number up to five links and all kinematic pairs to be revolute (R), prismatic (P), or planar cam pairs. The equation for the degree of freedom of the mechanism can be written as:

\[ F = 3(n - 1) - 2j_1 - j_2 \]  
\[ j - j_1 + j_2 \]

where \( F \) is the DOF, \( n \) the link number, \( j \) the number of joints, and \( j_1 \) the number of \( j \)-DOF joints. Solving for \( (n, j, j_2) = (3, 2, 1) \) or \( (4, 4, 0) \) or \( (4, 3, 2) \).

Appendix 2: Rules for Finding Feasible Graphs that Contain Functional Kinematic Chain

1. Since links in the same loop of a planar mechanism move in the same plane, the latch link (moving in \( xy \) plane) and input link (moving in \( xz \) plane) must be placed in different loops.

2. The common links between the two loops shall slide along the intersection of the \( xy \) and \( xz \) planes, i.e., \( x \) axis, and hence, the joints connecting the common links should be specified as prismatic joints moving in \( x \) direction. Note that only one such common joint is allowed in order to avoid two prismatic joints adjacent to each other.

Appendix 3: Rules for Labeling Kinematic Pairs for Feasible Graphs

1. Links in the same loop with the latch link are confined to move in the same plane, i.e., \( xy \) plane. Thus, unspecified thin edges in this loop can be labeled as revolute joints with the rotating axis about \( z \)-axis \( (R_z) \) or prismatic joints in arbitrary directions on \( xy \) plane \( (P_{xy}) \), and unspecified heavy edges in this loop can be labeled as planar cam pairs with the rotating axis about \( x \)-axis \( (R_x) \).

2. Links in the same loop with the input link are confined to \( xz \) plane. Thus, unspecified thin edges in this loop can be labeled as revolute joints with the rotating axis about \( y \)-axis \( (R_y) \) or prismatic joints in arbitrary directions on \( xz \) plane \( (P_{xz}) \), and unspecified heavy edges in this loop can be labeled as planar cam pairs with the rotating axis about \( y \)-axis \( (R_y) \).

3. The common joint between the two loops can be labeled as prismatic joint with the sliding motion along \( x \) direction \( (P_x) \).